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ABSTRACT 

This paper is devoted to introducing an idea about 

coding and decoding theory. A compromise between tree codes 

and block codes, a hybrid tree-block code, is introduced. 

The concepts of discarding all improbable sequences in 

sequential decoding and decoding a whole block at a time in 

block decoding are used in this code. The structure of a 

hybrid tree-block code and its decoding scheme are discussed. 

The probability of error and the number of decoding operations 

are considered, and a comparison with block codes and tree 

codes are also considered. 
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I 

INTRODUCTION 

1-1. General Concept of the Transmission of Information 

In this paper, we are interested in a class of good 

codes and a suitable decoding scheme for efficient 

communication. We are concerned only with the transmission 

through a binary symmetric channel (BSC). A binary 

symmetric channel is defined by the transition probability 

diagram as shown in Fig. 1-1. The channel accepts binary 

symbols (0,1) at its input and produces binary symbols 

at its output. Each input symbol has a probability p0 1/2 

of being received incorrectly, and a probability q0=l-P0 

of being received correctly. The transition probability 

p0 is constant and independent of the value of the symbol 

being transmitted; the channel is as likely to change 

a "l" into a "0" as to change a "0" into a "l". 

Fig. 1-1 Binary Symmetric Channel 

Since the information to be transmitted through a 

channel can be regarded as consisting of binary digits, 
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the two parameters that characterize the transmission 

process are: 

(a) The rate of transmission R. Assuming that digits 

are transmitted over the channel at a given time rate, 

a measure of the rate of information transmission is 

R=/^ , where ot is the number of channel digits used to 

represent message digits. 

(b) The accuracy of reception as indicated by the 

probability of error per digit P(£); that is, the probability 

that any particular binary digit will be correctly repro¬ 

duced by the channel decoder. 

An important characteristic of the encoding process 

is the number of binary digits that enter and leave the 

encoder simultaneously. The digits may enter and leave 

the encoder one by one, or k digits may enter the encoder 

together at one time while the k proceding digits are 

taken out of it. For instance, if Rt is the number of 

binary digits per second to be transmitted, we may choose 

to feed the binary digits to the encoder one by one every 

l/Rt seconds, or two at a time every 2/ft^. seconds, or k 

at a time every k/R^ seconds, where k < ]/ . (]/ is the 

number of binary digits of message). Obviously, ko( 

encoded channel digits are taken out of the encoder every 

k/Rt seconds. We refer to the extreme case of k=^as block 

encoding. The encoding process is said to be sequential 

when k <\J because of the sequential character of the 
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dependence of the resulting channel input on its own past. 

It is clear that if the binary digits enter the encoder 

k at a time, each successive block of k binary digits 

acts as.a single unit in determining the channel input and, 

therefore, its output. Thus the binary digits must be 

reconstructed by the decoder in blocks of the same size k. 

We shall refer to the corresponding decoding operations 

as block decoding and sequential decoding, respectively. 

The Hamming distance between two code words is defined 

to be the number of positions in which the code words 

differ. 
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1-2 . Block Coding 

A block code is a code which maps each block of the 

symbols of the source alphabet into a fixed sequence of 

symbols of the code alphabet. These fixed sequences of the 

code alphabet are called code words. For a binary case, 

these symbols may be represented by "0" and "l". 

A schematic representation of block encoding and 

decoding is shown in Fig. 1-2. Here, M is the message 

space, U is the channel input space, V is the channel 

output space, W is the discrete space formed by the M 

subsets. The choice of the code in the channel input space 

will govern the probability of decoding error. The code 

which gives the minimum probability of error is called 

an optimum code. 

M U V W 

Fig. 1-2 

To decode, we usually compare the received sequence 

with every code word and decode the most probable one 

(i.e. the one which has minimum Hamming distance from the 

received sequence) as the transmitted sequence. This 
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procedure is called maximum-likelihood decoding. If the 

number of code words is very large and the probability of 

decoding error should be small, then the number of com¬ 

parisons will be tremendously large. 

Block encoding and decoding has the advantage of making 

the transmission of each block of V binary digits independ¬ 

ent of that of all preceding and following blocks, at 

least in the case of zero memory channels, so there is no 

decoding error propagation. 
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1-3. Convolutional Code and Sequential Decoding 

For purpose of simplicity, we consider a convolu¬ 

tional code constructed by a single generator sequence 

£=(gl,-g2, g3, gn) of n binary digits and assume the 

transmission rate where n=Vct> ( )/ is an integer). 

We call the digits (represents a message digit) a seg¬ 

ment, so that there are J/ segments in the generator 

sequence £. We use this generator sequence £ to construct 

infinite row vectors as follows: 

i th infinite row vectorsRi^Ri1, Ri2, Ri^,  

Rik, Rik+1, ), where , . * 
11 Rj* = gk-(l-l) for l<k-(i-l)ot<n 

= o otherwise 

By using these infinite row vectors, we can form a 

matrix [G]^ with infinite dimensions as shown in Fig. 1-3. 

Use this matrix [G]^ as a generator matrix; the row space of 

[G]^ will form an infinite group code. If m is message 

vector (a row vector), then its corresponding code vector 

is u = m[G]( 'OO 

Sl 

Se 

S3 

to]*,' Si, 

£ 
01 - 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
£ 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

00000000 
£ 

0 0 0 0 

000000000000 £ 
0 0 

Fig. 1-3 
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The infinite group code generated by [G]^ has an 

infinite tree structure with nodes spaced oi digits apart 

and two branches stemming from each node. 

The encoding procedure is one in which the transmitter 

traces a particular path through the tree under the instruc¬ 

tions of the information digits. The decoding operation 

is the process of determining from the received sequence 

which path in the tree was traced by the encoder. At each 

node, the decoder makes a decision as to which branch was 

traced by the encoder; this leads to a decoding scheme by 

which the decoder tries to decode the information sequence 

digit by digit. This decoding scheme is called sequential 

decoding. It was introduced by Wozencraft [2], Under this 

decoding scheme, once an error is made, the error has a 

tendency to propagate indefinitely. The propagation of 

error will stop if and only if the decoder can decode the 

next 1/ -1 information digits correctly (where )/ is the 

number of segments in the generator sequence). 

We define the minimum distance Dmin of a tree code S 

as the minimum distance between the upper half and lower 

half of the tree, i.e. 

Dmin=Mln d(Hi> Hj) 

Hi€S° 

where S° and are the upper and lower subsets of the 

tree code and d(ui, uj) is the Hamming distance between 

u,i and uj. 
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We also define a subtree, with length of k segments, 

of a tree as a finite tree of k segments long stems from 

any node of the tree. The enclosed unit in Fig. 1-4 is a 

subtree of three segments which stems from node (2). 

r 

0 0 0 

(1) 

111 

0 0 0 

(2) 

111 

0 10 

(3) 

10 1 

0 0 0. 

Ill 

0 10 

10 1 

110 

0 0 1 

10 0 

Oil 

0 0 0 

1 1 1 

0 1 0 

1 0 1 

1 1 0 

0 0 1 

1 0 0 

0 1 1 

0 0 1“ 

1 1 0 

0 1 1 

1 0 0 

1 1 1 

0 0 0 

1 0 1 

0 1 0 

Fig. 1-4 
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II 

HYBRID TREE-BLOCK CODES 

2-1. Definition 

We define a hybrid tree-block code ( we shall abbreviate 

it HTB code ) as a combination of a tree code and a block code 

obtained by using a special block code as the tail of a tree 

code, i. e. it is a block code with tree structure. That 

special block code has such a property that it makes the 

minimum distance of this HTB code( the minimum distance 

between any two code words of the HTB code ) equal to the 

minimum distance of the tree code. The form of such a code 

can be illustrated in Fig. 2-1, where the generator 

sequence of the tree code is £ = 111 101 110 001, and the 

generator matrix of the block code is 

1110 1 

G = 0 0 111 

0 0 0 0 1 

We use the same block code at the tail of the upper half 

and lower half of the tree code. The minimum distance of 

the tree code portion is 6, and the minimum distance of the 

HTB code is also 6. 
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Tree code portion 

0 0 0 0 0 sequence (Q) 

1 1 1 0 1 '■?' (l) 

0 0 1 1 1 (2) 

1 1 0 1 0 (3) 

0 0 0 0 1 (4) 

1 1 1 0 0 (5) 

0 0 1 1 0 (6) 

1 1 0 1 1 (7) 

0 0 0 0 0 (8) 

1 1 1 0 1 (9) 

0 0 1 1 1 (10) 

1 1 0 1 0 (11) 

0 0 0 0 1 (12) 

1 1 1 0 0 (13) 

0 0 1 .1 0 (14) 

1 1 0 1 1 (15) 

’-Block code-' 
portion 

Fig. 2-1 Hybrid tree-block code 
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2-2. Structure of the Tree Code Portion 

To develop the tree code portion, we can use the rules for 

constructing a general tree code proposed by Shu Lin and 

Henry Lyne. [ 7 ] and [ 8 ] 

We select the generator sequence of the tree code 

segment by segment, according to the following four rules: 

(1) Maximize the minimum weight path. 

(2) Minimize the number of minimum weight paths. 

(3) Minimize the difference between the minimum and 

mixlmum weight path. 

(ty) Minimize the number of maximum weight path. 

We first accept, at any stage, the generator segments 

which give maximum minimum distance. We then select from 

these the segments which give minimum number of minimum 

weight paths. We then select from these the segments which 

give minimum difference between the minimum and maximum 

weight path and we then select from these the segment 

which gives the minimum number of maximum weight paths 

as the generator segment. 
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2-3. Structure of the Block Code Portion 

In this section, we are going to describe a way to 

construct the block code portion which will make the minimum 

distance of the HTB code equals to the minimum distance of 

the tree code portion. In other words, the distance between 

any two code words of the HTB code is at least equal to 

the minimum distance of the tree code portion. For instance, 

in the example of Fig. 2-1 for the tree code portion, the 

minimum distance between the sequences (0) and (l), (2) and 

(3), (4) and (5), (6) and (7), (8) and (9), (10) and (ll), 

(12) and (13), (l4) and (15) are 3; among the sequences 

(0) (1) and (2) (3), (4) (5) and (6) (7), (8) (9) and (10) 

(11), (12) (13) and (14) (15) are 4; among sequences (0) 

to (3) and (4) to (7), (8) to (11) and (12) to (15), are 5; 

among sequences (0) to (7) and (8) to (15) is 6. Therefore, 

we need to construct a block code with minimum distance 

3 between those code words which have minimum distance 3 

in the corresponding tree code portion, with minimum 

distance 2 among those code words which have minimum 

distance 4 in the corresponding tree code portion, with 

minimum distance 1 among those code words which have minimum 

distance 5 in the corresponding tree code portion, and 

minimum distance 0 among those codes which have minimum 

distance 6 in the corresponding tree code portion. There¬ 

fore, we can use the same block code at the tail of the 

upper half and lower half of the tree code. 
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We define the order of pair of a block code as shown 

in Fig. 2-2 and define the distance of the pair as the 

minimum distance between the upper half and lower half 

code words of the pair, assume the same order of pairs 

have the same minimum distance, and use a symbol to 

represent it, where k is the order number of the pair. 

As shown in Fig. 2-2 D1=4, D2-3, D3=2, and D4=l. 

First order pair 
2nd order pair 
^3rd order pair 

itr ,4th order oair 

Fig. 2-2 

Theorem: Suppose a tree code of length V segments 

is generated by the matrix (G-) having row vectors 

6l»62>S-5>• • •» 6„. If the message sequence matrix is 

(l5y> li) » "th® vector is the 21 1th 

path of the tree code which has paths numbered from 

0 to 2y-l. Then a block code generated by a generator 

matrix [H] with row vectors h^, hg9 hj,    h^ 
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will have the distance property D^> d(y-k+l), where 

©^@£3® j for 1 < j < ^ 

and d(i) is the minimum distance of the tree code of 

i segments long. 

Proof: We use [n] to represent the n th code word 

of the block code, which has 2^ code words, from 

[0] to [2V-1], then h =[2J-1]. 

By the structure of the code, the first 2<3-1 code 

words do not use the j th generator sequence hj. The next 

2J"1 code words are obtained by adding, in succession, 

the generator sequence hj to the first 2«J”1 code words. 

If [n] is a generator sequence (i.e. if it is hj for some 

j), then [n-x], where 0<x<n-l, is a code word above it 

in the list. Thus [n] © [n-x] is the code word [2n-x]. 

That is, [2@ [2«J_1-x] = [2«5-x] . 

For the k th order pair, the distance is the minimum 

distance between the following two sets of code words: 

Su={[2k(m-1) ], [2k(m-l)+l], [2k(m-l )+2k-1-l ]} 

St = |[2k-1 (2m-l) ], [2k“l (2m-l )+l ],... [2k-! (2m-l )+2k"1-l ]]• 

where l<m<2i;"k ( Note that 2k(m-l ) = (2m-2 )2k_1 ) 

The members of Su are the code words in the upper half of 

the k th order pairs and the members of Sj are the code 

words in the lower half. For each value of m, we have a 

pair code words. Among the code words in Si only [2k“l(2m-l)] 

can be a generator sequence, and this is only when m=l. 

Let 0 <S <2k“l-l 

0 <T <2k-1_i 
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Then, the code words in the upper half and lower half 

of the k th order pair can be represented by [2k(m-i)+T] 

and [2k“l(2m-l)+S] respectively. 

(1) In the case m=l and S=0 

|[2k-l(2m-l)+S] © [2k(ra-l)+T]|= |[2k-l] $ [T] | 

= |hk ® [T] | 

= |£l © EQ ©•••© ® tT] 

(A) If T=0, then 

|[2k-1] ® [T] | = © |j£ ® ... J® £^-k+i| >d(y-k+l) 

(B) If 0<T<2k-1-l, then [T] must be the sum of some 

hjs, where j<k$ that means [T] is the sum of 

some j^s where i>y-k+l . 

Thus |[2k”-'-] <3) [T]| > d(V-k+2 ) >d(V-k+l). Therefore, 

if m=l and S=0 , 

|[2k“1(2m-l)+S] & [2k(m-l)+T]| >d(l/-k+l) 

(2) in the case m=l and S^O 

|[2k“l(2m-l)+S] © [2k(m-l)+T]| 

= | [2k-l+S] @ [T] | 

= |[2k"1] © [S] © [T]| 

(A) If S=T, then 

|[2k_1] ® [S] ® [T] I - | [a11'1] I -|h,J 

= |£l © £2 ® ••• ® £y-k+ll £d(V-k+l) 

(B) If S*T, then[S] © [T] must be a code word above 

[2k“l] in the list and it is the sum of some 

hjs, where j <k; that means it is the sum of some 

£{s, where i > J/-k+l. 

V 
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Thus |[2k_1] c-e [S] @ [T]| >d(y-k+2). 

Therefore, If m=l and S^O 

|[2k_1(2m-l )+S] 3 [2k(m-l )+T]| >d(>/-k+l) 

(3) In the case m=2 

Since the code words in the second pair (m=2) are obtained 

by adding, in succession, the generator sequence h^+i 
Ir 

to the first 2 code words, it must have the same distance 

property as the first pair (m=l). 

(4) In the case m=3 or m=4 

Since the code words in these two pairs are obtained 

by adding, in succession, the generator sequence h^+2 

to the first 2k+1 code words, so they must have the 

same distance property as m=l and m=2. 

Similarly, we can show that for 1 <m<2^"k 

|[2k“1(2m-l)+S] <$> [2k(m-l)+T]| >d(y-k+l). 

There fore, d (y-k+1) 

QED 

According to this theorem, we can construct the 

block code portion by using the generator matrix of a 

tree code with the required distance property. 

Suppose we want to construct a block code at the tail 

of a tree code of length)/=5 (where V is the number of 

segments of the tree code) with the following distance 

property: d(l)=3, d(2)=4, d(3)=5, d(4)=6 and d(5)=7, 

where d(k) is the minimum distance of a tree code of k 
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segments long. In order to satisfy the required minimum 

distance among all code words of the desired HTB code 

(dmin=7)j we construct another tree code with the following 

distance property: d(l)=2, d(2)=3 and d(3)=4. Develop 

each sequence into two by adding one with "0", another 

one with "l" at the tail, such as shown in Pig. 2-3. 

Give each sequence a number, from (0) to (15). The 

generator sequences of this tree code are sequences (1), 

(2), (4), and (8). We use 

(i) © (2) 9 4) e 8) 
. 

11100001 
(1) © 2) © 4) 00111011 

1) © 2) 00001111 

(1) k > 
00000001 

as a generator matrix to generate a block code. Put this 

block code at the upper half and lower half of the tail 

of the tree code, then we complete the structure of the 

HTB c ode. 

QQQ fl 
0 0  i—.. 

_ _ . 0 
-111 n~ 

0 0 1—=—- 
_ _ „ 0 
0 10 i ; ~ 

1 1 I- 4- 
o 

-1. 0 1 FT- 
o 

10 1 |—T— 

0 1 ^ ^ 0 
-p 1 0 [-y- 

1 1 
111 0 
111 |—i— 

1 0 l_±_ 

0 0 0 |—T— 

10) 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6 j 

8) 
(9) 
(10 
11 
12 
(13 
(1 4 
(15 

Fig. 2-3 
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With this procedure, if we know the form of some tree 

codes with maximum minimum distance, then we can use one of 

these tree codes as the tree code portion and use another 

one to construct a block code as the block code portion of 

the HTB code. The data in Table 2-1 were found by Henry Lyne[8] 

y 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 9 10 11 12 12 13 14 15 15 16 16 
d(v) 

(ot =4) 4 6 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Table 2-1 

By using the data in Table 2-1 and the procedure as 

described above, the needed length of block code portion 

(n^ digits) for different value of V can be obtained. An 

example for y=7,d=3, the needed value of n^ is obtained as 

follows: 

From Table 2-1, ford»3, we find d(7)=9, d(6)=8, d(5)=7, 

d(4)=6, d(3)=5, d(2)=4 and d(l)=3. At first, we construct 

a tree code with distance property: d(l)=3, d(2)=4, d(3)=5 

and d(4)=6. From Table 2-1, this is corresponding to a tree 

code with y = 4, o(=3. Then, develop each sequence of this tree 

code into four sequences by adding three digits at the tail 

which give the distance between the first and second sequence, 

third and fourth sequence equal to 1, between the first two 

and last two sequences equal to 2. Therefore, the needed 

length of n^ is 15. The values of n^ for different V and the 

corresponding transmission rate (R) of the HTB code are found 

as shown in Table 2-2 and Table 2-3. Here n^ is the number of 

digits of the tree code portion, and p(£) is the upper bound 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 
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For 3, Po = 0.01, qo = 0.99 

R = —^— P(€) 
d0'> nt V nt V n. 

3 0 3 3 0.3333 2.980 X 

1 
0

 
1—

1 

4 1 ( 6 7 0.2857 2.031 X 
-3 

10 

5 2 9 11 0.2727 1.553 X 
-4 

10 

6 5 12 17 O.2352 6.121 X 
-4 

10 

7 8 15 23 O.2174 7.605 X 
-5 

10 

8 12 18 30 0.2000 2 .225 X 
-4 

10 

9 15 21 36 0.1944 2.911 X 
-5 

10 

9 15 24 39 0.2051 4.336 X 
-5 

10 

10 19 27 46 0.1957 9.743 X 
-5 

10 

11 23 30 53 O.1887 1.534 X 
-5 

10 

12 27 33 60 0.1833 3.152 X 
-5 

10 

12 27 36 63 0.1905 
X

 
0

 

f—
1 • 

-5 
10 

13 31 39 70 0.1857 6.908 X 
-6 

10 

14 35 42 77 O.1818 

O
 

on • 

i—
1 X 

-5 
10 

15 39 45 84 0.1785 2.218 X 
-6 

10 

15 39 48 87 0.1839 2.896 X 
-6 

10 

16 43 51 94 0.1809 5.185 X 
-6 

10 

16 43 54 97 0.1856 6.555 X 

-6 
10 

Table 2-2 
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i 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 
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For ot= 4, p° = 0.01, q0 = 0.99 

= y 
d(V) nb nt nb+ nt V nt P(6) 

-4 
4 0 4 4 0.2500 5.920 X 10 

-4 
6 2 8 10 0.2000 1.138 X 10 

-5 
8 6 12 18 0.1667 2.735 X 10 

-6 
9 9 16 25 0.1600 4.496 X 10 

-6 
10 9 20 29 0.1724 9.720 X 10 

-6 
11 15 24 39 0.1538 2.458 X 10 

-7 
13 21 28 49 0.1439 5.945 X 10 

-6 
14 24 32 56 0.1429 1.510 X 10 

-7 
15 27 36 63 0.1429 2.374 X 10 

-7 
16 31 40 71 0.1408 6.074 X 10 

-8 
17 34 44 78 0.1410 9.790 X 10 

-7 
18 38 48 86 0.1395 2.298 X 10 

-8 
19 42 52 94 0.1383 4.210 X 10 

Table 2-3 
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of probability of error for transition probability PO=0.01 

by formula 

p(0< XI eg (-P0)k(q0)n_k 

k=t+l ° ° 

where t is an integer such that d(^) \ tsd(^) 

The encoding scheme of an HTB code is the same as that 

of a tree code except for adding a tail. 

The HTB code is a group code. The tree portion is 

determined by the p message digits. The block portion is 

determined only by the last U-l message digits. This is 

equivalent to saying that the block code tail is the same 

for any given position in the upper half of the code and 

the corresponding position in ■the lower half of the code. 

If (Gt)is •the generator matrix for the tree portion (with 

rows) and j^H^jis the generator matrix for the block portion 

in either half, then the matrix f 

Gt 
\ 

Hb 

000*•*0 
> 

is the generator matrix for the entire code. The resulting 

code must therefore be a group code. For example, in Fig.2-1, 

the generator matrix for the tree portion is 'OOO 000 000 111 
000 000 111 101 
000 111 101 110 
in ioi no ooi 

the generator matrix for the block portion is 1110 1' 
0 0 111 
0 0 0 0 1 

and the generator matrix for the entire code is 

'OOO 000 000 111 11101' 
000 000 111 101 00111 
000 111 101 110 00001 
in ioi no ooi oooo° K / • 
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III 

IXiSOODING SCHiMB 

vVe define a b-unit as a subtree which is b segments long. 

It is desirable to choose b so that the probability of channel 

noise exceeds T(b), where d(b) ^T(b)^ d(b) _-i , inc*b channel 
2 ~ 2 

digits is reasonable small and yet the number of paths in the 

b-unit is not too large. For instance, whenc*=3» b=7 is a good 

choice. In this case, the probability of channel noise exceeding 

T(7) is 5 x 10“5 and the number of b th nodes is 2^=128 for 

binary symmetric channel with transition probability po=0.02. (4) 

At first, we use branch-by-branch search method to find a 

path in the first b-unit (first b segments in the tree). That 

means we compare the received sequence with the tree branch-by¬ 

branch ; at each node we select the nearest branch which is the 

"more probable" one. After having found a path in the b-unit, 

we then compare this path with the corresponding portion of X. 

If their distance is less than or equal to T(b), then we 

shift in one segment and shift out the first.segment. If their 

distance is greater than T(b), then we must search the whole 

b-unit by using f(b) as a discard function to discard those 

sequences which have distance from the corresponding portion 

ofv exceeds T(b) and select the first sequence in the b-unit 

which has distance from the corresponding portion of V less 

than or equal to T(b) as the tentatively decoded path. The 

decoding procedure continues like this until the last segment 
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of the tree code portion. Every time when we have searched kb 

segments, where l<k<^/b, we use threshold T(kb) to test its 

distance from the corresponding portion of J£, i.e. we use 

Multiple-threshold test. The detail of this decoding scheme 

is shown in reference (4). After having decoded to the last 

b-unit of the tree code portion, we compare all sequences in 

the last b-unit (including the block code portion) with V, 

decode the first sequence which has distance with V less than 

or equal to T(y) as the transmitted sequence. If there is no 

one, we extend this b-unit one segment longer and compare all 

sequences in this (b+l)-unit with jf. If we still can not 

decode one sequence in this (b+l)-unit, then we extend this 

(b+l)-unit one more segment longer and compare all sequences 

in this (b+2)-unit with V, etc. If we still can not decode one 

sequence after compare all 2v sequences with then we decode 

the most probable one as the transmitted sequence. Refer to 

Pig. 2-5. 

nb 

Fig. 2-5 
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IV 

ANALYSIS 

4-1. A Bound on the Probability of Error 

We define the minimum distance of an HTB code as the 

minimum distance between any pair of its code words and use 

the symbol d^ to represent it. According to the structure of 

HTB code as described in part II, dm is equal to the minimum 

distance of the tree code portion, d(V), so the minimum distance 

of HTB code depends on the minimum distance of the tree code. 

Let € be the event of a decoding error, 

dQ be the integer such that 

dm - 1 <d,xdm 
T 0

 T 

(i.e., this is the error-correcting capability of 

the code) 

T be the event that the weight of the error pattern 

less than or equal to dQ. 

Then, P(6)=P(6 |T)P(T)+P(€ |TC)P(TC) 

Since P(6|T)=0 

Thus, P(€)=P(€| TC)P(TC) 

<P(TC) 

Yftiere 

n 
,n 

Po ^o 
n-k 

^v1 

p is the transition probability 

1o=1-I>o 

n is the number of digits in the code word 
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Therefore, the probability of error of a HT3 code will 

depend upon its minimum distance. For a given number of code 

words, if we want to increase the minimum distance of the 

HT3 code, we should increaseol, but this will decrease the 

transmission rate. This can be seen if we investigate Table 2-2 

and Table 2-3. 
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4-2. Number of Decoding Operations 

The problem of the number of decoding operations is 

very complicated, so it is very difficult to calculate it 

exactly. We shall consider only a few special cases in this 

paper. 

We define one decoding operation to be the generation 

of one segment of the decoding sequence in the decoder plus 

applying the threshold test to the appropriate path. 

The maximum number of operations in the first b segments 

is the number of branches in such a unit. It is given by 

Let N be the average number of decoding operations for 

decoding one code word. 

Y/here | E(ot) | and jE(nt+n^)| are the weight of the noise 

pattern of o( and nb+nb digits long. Then, the number of decoding 

operations for decoding one code word is y+l 

2+22+23+ b 

(2) If |E(kb)| <T(kb) for 1 <k < V 

and |£(nt+nb)| <fm_ 

Where |E(kb)| is the weight of the noise pattern 

of kb segments long. 

Then, the number of decoding operations for decoding 

one code word 
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(3) For general case, 

Let 11- k^(ib) + a^ = kb 

a 
N < ojpX"t{f<ki-i>b+i) 

<t <-+1 '■ 

,b+l 

TiZ) „nb r nb‘r r „b . ,2b 
+ ■*, °r »o 1 r=0 

nb“x ( 
o l 2 + 2 +. 

+ ((k2-l)2b + 1 + a2j 2 
2b+l 

„nb _r aV
r f 02b . 03b 

o^-o t 
r=0 

°r P 2 + 2 + 

+ +(2
V+1 + 2»jJ- 

J (V/ b 

a 2= oj PJ Cl ^ [(V1)(ib) + ai]21 

+1 1=JL 

?<«* 

T(V) C P-; U i2“} 

a 

^ t < C* + 1 
~2 

n* t o(-t 
Ct P0 % 

V/b 

fck-DdD-J^ 

i2lb ^ <£> cv,'r} 
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V 

COMPARISON 

5-1. Compare with Block Code 

Because of the tree structure of the tree code portion, 

we can use the concept of sequential decoding to discard the 

"improbable" sequences as described in part III. A few of the 

sequences will be retained at the end of the tree code portion. 

Therefore, we need only to compare the retained sequences with 

the received sequence instead of every code word as maximum 

likelihood decoding for a block code. Thus we can save a 

great many decoding operations as compared with block code. 

Since the problem of calculating the number of decoding 

operations is too complicated, we shall not compare them 

exactly. 

Since we add the tree code portion to the block, so for 

the same message digits and error-correcting capability, we 

need a longer code as compared with the block code. If they 

have the same message digits and same code length, the 

probability of error of anHTB code will be greater than that 

of a block code. 

A comparison of HTB codes with some known optimum block 

codes are shown in Table 5-1 
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n 

KT3 Codes 

V 

* 

t 

Block 

n 

*■* 
: Codes 

k t 

7 2 1 7 2 1 

10 2 2 10 2 2 

11 3 2 11 3 2 

17 4 2 16 4 3 

18 3 3 18 3 4 

25 4 4 25 5 2 

36 7 4 35 8 3 

49 7 6 49 7 3 

71 10 7 73 10 12 

79 14 6 69 14 7 

Where k is the 

Table 

number 

5-1 

of message digits, t is the 

maximum number of error digits can be corrected. 

* Refer to Table 2-2 and Table 2-3. 

** See reference (5 ) Table 5*2, Table 9ol and Table 9*2 
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5-2. Compare with Tree Code 

An HTB code has the property of a block code that the 

decoding of each code word is independent of that of all 

preceding and following code words. Therefore, it has no 

error propagation as that in sequential decoding for a tree 

code. 

Since we decode the whole block instead of only one digit 

at a time as in the sequential decoding, so it can be decoded 

faster than the sequential decoding. 

Since we need to add the block code portion which does 

not carry any message, so the transmission rate of a HTB code 

is less than that of a tree code. As described in part II, 

the block code portion is constructed by another tree code, 

but the length of this tree code will always less than the 

first tree code, so the transmission of a HTB code will not 

be less than one half of that of the tree code. 

Prom section 4-2, we can see that for the case |E(oO|< 

nt+n 

HTB code (N=y+1) is much less than that of a block code 

(N=2V), especially for V very large. For the case | E(kb)|<T(kb) 

and |ECn^+n^)^ the number of decoding operations of an 

HTB code (N<\y -b+2)2^)• Therefore, the HTB code is especially 

useful in low noise communication. 

and E( ,)|< m , the number of decoding operations of an 
2 
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